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the last 10 years, growing demand for
period designs has spawned some custom
reproduction work, along with the resale
of some of the vintage windows and
hardware salvaged from over the first 20
years in business. “I was into ‘green
building’ before it was popular, collect-
ing and reusing what most contractors
and homeowners were habitually dis-
carding directly into landfills. Why
throw something away when it works?” 

Seeing Green
Today’s growing trend of green build-
ing—which includes utilizing not just
recycled materials from construction
waste but also refurbished items from
bygone eras—has quickly accelerated
from “fad” to mainstream, mostly rooted
in what Seekircher believes is a better-
educated consumer. “Technology pro-
vides more information to more people,
helping them discover alternatives to
the ‘big box’ mentality of replacing

everything in your home by yourself.
They have more money to buy older
homes with an eye to having profession-
al tradesmen restoring everything to
period detail.” 

Most of us hear “restoration” and
assume astronomical costs based on
increased contractor’s time. Surprisingly,
the cost to restore steel windows averages
about 75 percent less than to replace with
new. This, coupled with increased dispos-
al costs and long-term environmental
concerns of overflowing landfills, results
in more homeowners deciding that the
difference is even less than marginal and
thus opting to restore. There are other
benefits beyond the environment.
“Society has become so impersonal, iso-
lated, and disconnected that people sub-
consciously crave that sense of continu-
ity,” explains Seekircher. “By going with
custom restorations, they recapture a
sense of appreciation for other people
who really love what they do for a living.”

Steely Resolve
Growing up in Yonkers, New York, pro-
vided a lot of distractions. “Having a
long last name and a big mouth always
got me into trouble!” recalls Seekircher.
(Literally interpreted, Seekircher means
“church by the sea.”) So to keep his 
children from wandering too far,
Seekircher’s father enrolled them in con-
servative parochial schools for their
entire K–12 education. At 22, Seekircher
stumbled into the window-repair busi-
ness purely by accident. “I blame my
wife,” he jokes. “I was working for the
railroad, fixing windows for fun on the
side. After dating for a while, we got
married, and her father mentioned a
window-repair business that was for sale.
The rest, as they say, is history.” 

With only eight employees,
Seekircher’s company holds its own in an
industry enamored of high-volume
replacement and high-percentage prof-
itability. “I’ve never considered franchis-
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old shop—all of which had to be individ-
ually inspected and cleaned by hand. 

“So many people turned out with
help and support, but I was most
impressed with my son and how he stood
by me through the whole process. Right
after the fire, he put his arm around me
and said, ‘Dad, we’ll get through this.’
He was there for me. Now at 22, he’s off
defining his own path—just like I did—
and if he comes back, great! But for now,
he’s living his own life, and I’m very
proud of him.” 

Greater Perspectives
May 1—the anniversary of his father’s
passing—Seekircher will have been in
business for 30 years, and customers
keep coming back to him. He’s done
work recently in Virginia, Iowa, and
Connecticut, and today’s visitor just flew
in from Austin, Texas, to inspect some
custom vintage windows being repro-
duced for his home.  

“First time we’ve actually supplied
vintage windows for new construction,”
Seekircher says. “All our jobs are usually
completed on-site, with the windows or
doors in place.” The uneasiness in his
voice is honest and tempered with the
knowledge that despite the fact that busi-
ness is brimming and the till is full, he’d
much rather be suspended on some scaf-
folding in the middle of winter, inspect-
ing an intricate early-twentieth-century
swing-arm crank operator or solid brass
butterfly catch latch. 

“Some days I just wish my dad was
here to see his sons succeeding in busi-
ness, all getting along—to know we did
him proud.” He pauses, collecting him-
self, and then blurts out, “We’re not as
glitzy as Donald Trump, but we’re well
respected. And that’s good enough for
me.” Looking out a window from high
above, it would be hard to imagine his
dad would feel any differently.

Stephen T. Spewock is a freelance writer liv-
ing in Boston.

Seekircher Steel Window Repair, 423
Central Ave., Peekskill, NY 10566; (914)
734-8004.

enjoy what they do. People would meet,
form relationships, become friends—
some actually getting married and start-
ing families.” 

The real excitement in Seekircher’s
voice spikes when he talks about working
with his own family, including brothers
Robert and Bill, nephew Paul (Bill’s son),
and Seekircher’s own son, Todd. “Robert
came on board 15 years ago totally green,”
chuckles Seekircher. But he continues
admiringly, “Today Robert is one of the
best metal fabricators—there isn’t any-
thing he can’t make or fix—and is totally
self-taught. I picked up a leaded-glass
company awhile back, and Billy’s become
an expert, preserving not only historic
glassworks, but also the knowledge that
would have been lost if the previous owner
just went out of business. 

“I’ve learned that business has less to
do with making money and more to do
with relationships. As far as relationships
go, I’ve found working with family to be
the most rewarding: We get to work
together, laugh together, and pull each
other through tough times.”

Closed Door
It was only a year and a half ago when
tough times closed in around Seekircher.
While putting a second-floor addition
on his shop in Peekskill, New York, a fire
broke out and—despite the heroic efforts
of five area departments and 100 fire-
men—consumed everything right down
to the foundation. “Quitting was never
an option. I just needed to make a
choice: either sit in devastation or dig
down and move on. I’d been through
enough adversity in life to know what
that choice was going to be.” 

The next day Seekircher was out in
the rubble with a hose, cleaning off the
stockpiles of old windows and hardware
salvaged over the years. He quickly rent-
ed workspace from a neighbor to keep
operations moving along and then con-
vinced a contractor to start building a
brand-new shop and showroom in
Peekskill. Four months later the compa-
ny moved into its new surroundings,
along with over 90 percent of the sal-
vaged hardware and windows from the

ing—seems too impersonal. By staying
small, we can be very selective with every
job, resulting in a better quality finish.
The reason we excel is because we
approach each job with two very basic,
and important, principles.” 

First, they treat window-repair work
as a craft, approaching each job with
Zen-like focus. “How do you fix some-
thing when you don’t have a manual or a
book showing you how? Every once and
a while we get stumped, and that’s okay.
It forces you to think something through
and figure it out.” 

Second, integrity is nonnegotiable.
Seekircher even goes so far as to reserve
all his salvaged windows and hardware
for his own customers. “If customers
have decided to use our restoration
services, then they deserve to choose
from all the beautiful one-of-a-kind
windows and hardware we’ve salvaged. 
I don’t sell that stuff off the shelf to
make a buck.” 

These two principles have won
Seekircher a sterling reputation
throughout the industry. The pinnacle
came when he and his crews were asked
to do historical restoration work on
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater
house in western Pennsylvania. “Even
though it was tough working in a 
‘fishbowl’ environment, there was a
tremendous amount of satisfaction
working on a piece of American history.
Every door and window was custom
made with complex mechanisms. Some
days we’d finish exhausted, having
accomplished very little, while other
days we were able to get a lot of work
done. Wright really was by far one of
the greatest architects who ever lived—
he pushed the envelope with building
design and construction techniques,”
says Seekircher.

All in the Family
What started out as a one-man show
now provides livelihood for 30 people
(8 full-time while the rest are contract-
ed) specializing in various areas of con-
struction, repair, restoration, refurbish-
ing, welding, and painting. “We attract
all these expert tradesmen who really
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